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posterior (A–P) axis. How the early embryo coordinates cell
cycle changes with axis formation is unclear. We have
discovered a role for the puromycin-sensitive aminopeptidase
pam-1 in cell cycle progression and A–P axis formation,
implicating the regulation of proteolysis in these processes.
In pam-1 mutant embryos, exit from meiosis is delayed and
the centrosomes associated with the sperm pronucleus fail to
closely associate with the posterior cortex. pam-1 embryos
lack the earliest signs of A–P polarity and fail to properly
localize the widely conserved PAR proteins to the cortex.
The coupling of the meiotic exit and polarity defects in
pam-1 mutant embryos indicates that axis formation is
intimately linked to cell cycle regulation in the early
embryo, and proteolytic cleavage of peptides is necessary
for both processes. pam-1 mutants have additional defects in
DNA segregation during meiosis II and mitosis, suggesting a
role for this aminopeptidase in sister chromatid release. pam-
1 is supplied both maternally and paternally, providing
additional evidence that sperm-donated gene products have
important roles during early embryogenesis. While ubiquitin-
mediated proteolysis has been previously implicated in
regulation of the cell cycle and polarity in C. elegans, this
study is the first to suggest that regulation of protein
degradation through additional peptidases is also important.
This research is funded by an NIH AREA grant 1 R15
GM72523-01.
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We are interested in the molecular mechanisms that
coordinate cell specification and differentiation. In C. elegans,
the C lineage is founded at the 8-cell stage by a single
blastomere that will give rise to predominantly two cell types:
muscle and epidermis. The caudal homolog PAL-1 is the
master regulator required for the specification of this lineage,
but the mechanisms by which subsequent specification and
differentiation events occur are not yet well understood.
Previous work in the laboratory allowed us to assemble a
provisional transcriptional regulatory network initiated by
PAL-1 that leads to the differentiation of muscle and epidermal
cells from a common parent. Few of these genes are expressed
uniquely in the C lineage, thus combinatorial control of gene
activity is necessary for this process. Using a variety of
approaches, including bioinformatics, gene knockdown, yeast
one-hybrid, and ectopic expression of genes regulated by PAL-
1, we have been working to assemble the regulatory network
by which PAL-1 acts to pattern the C lineage. An emerging
theme from this analysis is mutually repressing genetic
interactions that establish and maintain distinct tissue specific
programs in different cells.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.387
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In the embryos of mollusk Ilyanassa obsoleta a single cell at
the 24-cell stage (3D) acts to organize the dorso-lateral embryonic
axis. MAPK activation is required for 3D to function as an
organizer and embryos are radialized when MAPK activation is
inhibited. MAPK activation is also required to specify the fate of
the dorso-lateral micromeres. Recent cell ablation and isolation
experiments have shown that MAPK activation in 3D is not
autonomous. A subset of the micromeres is required to be in
contact with, and presumably signal to, 3D to induce MAPK
activation. However, the nature of the signal between the
micromeres and 3D remains unknown. We examined whether
gap junctional communication is required for MAPK activation
in 3D and the micromeres. We found that all cells are coupled by
gap junctions from the 8-cell to the 28-cell stage. When gap
junctional communication was blocked before the 24-cell stage,
MAPKwas not activated in 3D. In addition, when gap junctional
communication was blocked during the time period when 3D
signals to the micromeres, MAPK activation in micromeres was
inhibited. These results suggest that gap junctional communica-
tion is required for the activation of the Ilyanassa 3D organizer.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.388
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Organ laterality depends on nodal expression in the left lateral
plate mesoderm (lLPM) of vertebrate embryos. In mouse, nodal
is preceded by a cilia-driven leftward flow at the midline. In frog
ion channels, serotonin and gap junctions (GJ) act upstream of
nodal. We studied left–right (LR) asymmetry in rabbit. A cilia-
driven leftward flow was found across the posterior notochordal
plate (PNP) from the 1–2 somite (S) stage onwards. As nodal
signals were found in the lLPM already at the 2–3S stage, fluid
flow should act within a narrow time window of about 2 h. To see
whether GJ were involved in LR, embryos were cultured in
presence/absence of inhibitors, before/after onset of flow. GJ
were required for right-sided nodal repression. Surprisingly, in-
hibitors proved a role for GJ as late as the 2–3S stage, proposing
a role downstream of flow, probably during transfer of LR cues
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from the midline to the lLPM. We previously showed that FGF8
acts as a right determinant in rabbit in this process. To investigate
the function of midline/flow for transmission of cues to the
lLPM, LPM tissue was explanted at different stages and cultured
in presence/absence of FGF8, with/without midline structures.
Our data indicate that (1) lLPM nodal induction depended on
bilateral nodal expression at the PNP; (2) flow was required for
consistent bias of lLPM nodal; (3) flow may mediate release of
repression rather than induction of nodal. The role of GJ in
laterality in rabbit, together with our demonstration of cilia-
mediated flow and the localization of ion channels and serotonin
on cilia in frog embryos (Abstract Blum et al.) strongly suggest
that generatfsion of laterality is conserved among vertebrates.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.389
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Endogenous voltage and pH gradients, produced by ion
channel-and ion pump-dependent current flows, have been
proposed to regulate important morphogenetic events in
embryogenesis. To gain molecular insight into this control
mechanism in left–right axis patterning, we performed a
drug screen for ion transporters specifically required for
normal laterality. This loss-of-function screen implicated two
H+ pumps and the K+ channel KvLQT-1. Thus, we used
molecular reagents to probe the role of KvLQT-1, and its
accessory sub-unit minK. When microinjected into eggs
immediately after fertilization, a dominant-negative mutation
of xKvLQT-1, equivalent to a known human mutant, or the
accessory subunit xminK, randomizes sidedness of the heart
and viscera, confirming our pharmacological data. Prelimi-
nary results of spatiotemporal mRNA and protein localiza-
tion, show animal localization of xKvLQT-1 maternal mRNA
at 1-cell, and stage asymmetric cortical localization of
maternal protein as early as 2-cell stage. mRNA of xminK
is asymmetrically localized to the right-ventral blastomere at
4-cell stage. Misexpression of a wild-type xminK subunit
also revealed an unexpected and profound hyperpigmenta-
tion phenotype. Taken together, these data support a novel,
very early role for KvLQT-1/minK K+ channel in left–right
asymmetry, and suggest that this channel can also regulate
behavior of melanocyte cells.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2006.04.390
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